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Tamper detection2  has an important role to play
in domestic nuclear security and safeguards,3  as
well as in international verification and treaty

monitoring.4  Unfortunately, ideas about tamper detec-
tion often seem to be based on misconceptions, fuzzy
goals, and wishful thinking.5  Current tamper detection
programs are hampered by these problems, as well as
by poor training, limited analysis, vague (or nonexist-
ent) standards, “see-no-evil” mentality, “one-size-fits-
all” thinking, and unmitigated vulnerabilities. Better
approaches, more sophistication, improved hardware,
and greater understanding are sorely needed for both
current and future applications.

In this essay, I review tamper detection devices, par-
ticularly tags and seals, and then discuss the erroneous
beliefs held by many nuclear security practitioners about
the effectiveness of these devices. Next, I explore the
general problems that plague the use of seals and other
tamper devices in the United States and worldwide, and
then look at specific problems in U.S. and Russian ma-
terial protection, control, and accounting programs
(MPC&A) and in the International Atomic Energy
Agency’s (IAEA’s) tags and seal program. I conclude

with a survey of new tamper detection applications and
recommendations for improving tamper detection both
for domestic security and international transparency and
treaty monitoring. Throughout, I argue for a more real-
istic assessment of the possibilities and vulnerabilities
of tamper detection devices.

TAMPER DETECTION MEASURES

Tamper detection often involves the use of tags and/
or seals. Tags are applied or intrinsic features or devices
used to identify an object or container. Familiar examples
of tags from everyday life include car license plates and
the holographic design found on many credit cards. Seals
are tamper-indicating devices (TIDs) meant to detect un-
authorized access to a door, container, or package.6  Fa-
miliar examples of seals include the tamper-indicating
packaging required on all U.S. over-the-counter phar-
maceuticals, and the inexpensive plastic or wire seals
often installed on home or commercial utility meters in
the United States to detect pilferage.

Thousands of different seals are currently available,
including both passive and active devices. Passive seals
include irreversible mechanical assemblies, frangible
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foils or films, epoxies, adhesive labels, wires or cables,
optical fibers, and other devices and materials that be-
come damaged or show changes when cut or manipu-
lated. There are currently two types of active seals:
electronic and fiber optic. Electronic seals continuously
monitor for some kind of change indicative of tamper-
ing. Active fiber optic seals periodically or randomly
send light pulses down a fiber optic bundle (or single
fiber) to check continuity.

It is important to realize that seals—unlike locks—
are not intended to resist unauthorized access or entry.
Instead, they are meant to indelibly record that such ac-
cess took place.7  Indeed, some seals are made of paper
or plastic and can be easily torn by hand; however, this
does not inherently make them ineffective for tamper
detection. Another issue that sometimes causes confu-
sion is the partial interchangeability of tags and seals. A
secure seal must have tag-like attributes, and vice versa.8

As a consequence, a device that is primarily being used
as a seal may have secondary uses as a tag, while a tag
may also be useful for detecting tampering.

One of the critical issues in tamper detection and veri-
fication is whether a given tag or seal can be “defeated,”
and if so, how easily.9  “Defeating” a seal means to spoof
it. Though there are other kinds of attacks,10  defeating a
seal typically involves opening it, then resealing with-
out being detected, using either the original seal or a
counterfeit. If the original seal is used, the seal might be
opened without damage or evidence of opening, or else
the damage and/or evidence must be erased or hidden.
In a similar manner, defeating a tag means counterfeit-
ing the tag without being detected, or else lifting the tag
and reapplying it to another object or container without
being detected. To “attack” a tag or seal means to un-
dertake a sequence of actions intended to defeat it.

Any given tag or seal is potentially susceptible to hun-
dreds of different kinds of attacks.11  In the case of seals,
the wide variety of possible attacks can be grouped into
the following categories:

• tampering with the seal or seal design prior to use,
in order to install a backdoor;
• opening and then closing the seal without damag-
ing it or creating evidence of entry;
• hiding or repairing any damage to the seal as a re-
sult of opening it;
• hiding or erasing any evidence of entry as a result
of opening the seal;

• replacing the seal with a duplicate or counterfeit (or
replacing certain parts);
• tampering with the seal data;
• tampering with the seal installation, inspection, or
interpretation process;
• bypassing the seal and attacking the container or
hasp instead;
• false alarming and discrediting;
• social engineering,12 bribery, or intimidation; and
• hybrid or alternative methods.

In addition to tags and seals, tamper detection for
nuclear security or verification purposes may also in-
volve the use of intrusion detectors, portal monitors, in-
formation barriers, and video surveillance.13  Intrusion
detectors (essentially “burglar alarms”) are often used
in conjunction with seals; they differ in that they report
unauthorized entry in real-time, rather than later at the
time of inspection. Such detectors offer the advantage
that security forces can respond quickly to intruders.
Typical disadvantages as compared to seals include sig-
nificant occurrences of false alarms, high cost, the need
for electrical power, and the additional vulnerabilities
associated with sending an alarm signal to a distant lo-
cation for interpretation. Portal monitors (such as radia-
tion sensors or metal detectors) observe the comings and
goings through entryways, doors, and hallways to con-
trol access and to assist with containment. Information
barriers are hardware or software designed to block or
filter the release of specific information. They are envi-
sioned as a way to prevent radiation detectors from re-
vealing classified information while still providing useful
results to nuclear inspectors.14  Video cameras are fre-
quently proposed or used to reduce the intrusiveness or
manpower requirements for security, safeguards, and
verification applications. While intrusion detectors, por-
tal monitors, information barriers, and video cameras can
sometimes be used in place of tags or seals, they must
still be protected from tampering themselves. This can
be addressed through the use of additional tags and seals.

TAG AND SEAL FANTASIES

Many analysts have expressed realistic views about
the limitations and fallibility of verification, tamper de-
tection, and tags and seals.15  There are also persuasive
calls for better worldwide practices and standards for the
safeguarding of nuclear materials.16  Nevertheless,
among many nuclear security practitioners, as well as
disarmament/nonproliferation theorists, there continues
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to be an erroneous belief that totally “tamper-proof” tags,
seals, and other monitoring technologies exist,17  or will
exist in the near future. This is a fantasy.

 The term “tamper-proof” is particularly unrealistic
and even nonsensical. Most tags and seals will break if
they are struck hard enough with a hammer. This is a
particularly vehement kind of tampering. By “tamper-
proof,” however, most people probably mean that the
tag or seal cannot be defeated.18  Even in this context,
however, the term “tamper-proof” is problematic be-
cause it is usually not possible to prove a negative. How
can one prove that a tag or seal cannot be defeated for
every possible adversary, attack strategy, and attack tech-
nology, present and future? Any given vulnerability as-
sessment may fail to find vulnerabilities—though this
should be viewed as an inherently suspicious result.19  It
may mean merely that the study lacked adequate fund-
ing, time, technology, personnel, expertise, motivation,
or cleverness to find some of the inevitable vulnerabili-
ties. It is also often the case that the assessors do not
really want to find vulnerabilities. The assessors are
sometimes the tag/seal developer or promoter, or may
be under subtle or not so subtle pressure to “certify” that
the tag or seal is ready for field use after large sums of
money have been spent on its development and/or pro-
curement. The embarrassing discovery of vulnerabilities
can cause unwelcome consternation.

The use of the term “tamper-proof” is sometimes ex-
cused by saying that it is not meant literally. In my ex-
perience, however, people using this term usually do
mean it literally. Those who do not, however, should
avoid such sloppy terminology. When issues of nuclear
warfare, terrorism, and national security are involved,
and when disarmament and nonproliferation regimes
require international diplomacy and multi-lingual trans-
lations, it is essential to use precise terminology. Words
are powerful. The phrase “tamper-proof seal” has be-
come so ubiquitous, that people come to believe it liter-
ally. Indeed, I have been told more than once by security
personnel, including those involved in domestic nuclear
security and safeguards applications that, “our seals are
tamper-proof,” apparently based primarily on the fact
that they are called “tamper-proof seals.”

 The issue of vulnerability is important because theo-
rists planning START III or other disarmament, nonpro-
liferation, or safeguards regimes often rely heavily on
the use of undefeatable tags, seals, video cameras, and

other monitoring hardware.20  (These invulnerable de-
vices may or may not be called “tamper-proof” by the
theorists themselves.) In some cases, invulnerable tags,
seals, or other monitoring hardware is envisioned as the
sole or most critical means for verification of treaty com-
pliance,21  with absolute verification often being thought
essential for the success of the regime.22

The imaginary, “tamper-proof” tags and seals that are
invoked by theorists are often not identified. When they
are, they are usually described as electronic or fiber op-
tic seals,23  or tags based on intrinsic microscopic sur-
face roughness or other complex surface features.24

Often they will report their status remotely,25  or else will
be inspected every few months or years as part of a pe-
riodic on-site inspection.26  In either case, the inspectors
will have total faith that these tags and seals will detect
diversion or undeclared activities because they are
“tamper-proof.” The fact that the tags and seals will be
out of the hands of the inspectors for extended periods
of time and under the control of the nation being moni-
tored (with all its massive resources), is thus not con-
sidered a problem.

Some of these hypothetical tags and seals appear to
have an amazing power beyond being merely “tamper-
proof” themselves. They apparently can impart “tamper-
proofness” on the objects or containers to which they
are attached. Thus, if a “tamper-proof” tag is attached
to a missile, for example, we apparently do not need to
worry about attempts to cut into the missile at a loca-
tion well away from the tag in order to remove the con-
tents. The tamper-proof “aura” of the tag somehow
prevents this. Similarly, “tamper-proof” seals seem to
somehow impart “tamper-proofness” on entire contain-
ers and on the container hasp to which the seal is at-
tached.

To their credit, some theorists at least try to devise a
mechanism for this volumetric protection. For example,
it is suggested that multiple fiber optical cables could
be used to form a net around the object to be protected.27

It is not clear, however, what keeps the nodes of this net
intact and safe from movement and physical tampering.

The unfortunate reality is that there is no convincing
evidence that “tamper-proof” tags and seals exist and a
number of reasons to believe they are not possible.28

There is, furthermore, little theoretical understanding of
tamper detection,29  no useful tag/seal vulnerability test-
ing standards,30  and (as discussed above) no way even
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to prove a given tag or seal is tamper-proof. Indeed, ALL
seals that have been subject to a comprehensive and ef-
fective vulnerability assessment31  by personnel intent on
finding problems (rather than striving to “certify” the
seal) have shown significant vulnerabilities, though de-
tails of the application and the exact use protocols32  ap-
pear to be highly relevant. Moreover, there has been
remarkably little research and development (R&D) by
government or the private sector in the past six-plus years
devoted to developing new, high-security tags and seals,
especially for transparency and treaty monitoring appli-
cations. This, despite the fact that dramatically better tags
and seals seem possible,33  are clearly needed, and that
additional R&D on verification technologies has been
repeatedly called for over the years.34

The common assumption that the best seals will al-
ways be high-tech is also dubious. Los Alamos National
Laboratory found, after studying 135 seals in detail, that
high-tech seals are often easier to defeat than low-tech
seals.35  There are a number of possible reasons for this,
including the fact that low-tech, hands-on verification
methods often work best and are easier to negotiate.36

Even if high-tech seals were to provide superior tamper
detection, they might still not be appropriate for certain
applications (such as use in Russia) because of the prob-
lems associated with upkeep and sustainability,37  their
susceptibility to unpredictable failure and radiation dam-
age, and concerns (by the nation being inspected) about
safety and espionage during treaty monitoring.

A  related, equally common assumption is that tam-
pering can be better detected if the seals (even if low-
tech) are read with high-tech readers. “Readers” are
electronic or optical devices (often hand-held) used in
the field to inspect a seal to determine if tampering has
occurred. The reality is that high-tech readers, at least
the way they are typically used, often decrease security.
Even though high-tech readers are usually introduced in
order to save time and money, seals read by high-tech
readers typically require more effort—not less—than
manually inspected seals to achieve reliable tamper de-
tection.38

Another fantasy some disarmament theorists float
about is the idea of using high-tech black boxes for treaty
monitoring.39  “Black boxes” are on-site monitoring de-
vices owned by the inspectors that are not fully described
to the inspected (host) nation in terms of function,
mechanisms, encryption, and/or detailed technical speci-

fications.40  Given, however, the current meticulous,
mandatory requirements for obtaining nuclear explosive
safety (NES) and security approval for any kind of equip-
ment brought into MPC&A control areas inside U.S.
nuclear facilities,41  as well as the inevitable concerns by
any inspected nation about loss of secret information,42

it seems highly unlikely that mystery hardware, encryp-
tion, or “traps” (covert seals) will be allowed inside sen-
sitive nuclear facilities, or anywhere near nuclear
warheads.

GENERAL PROBLEMS43

The way seals are currently used in the United States
and worldwide for nuclear (or other) applications is far
from ideal. Seals are frequently chosen for a given ap-
plication without careful analysis, and sometimes based
on hearsay. Seal vulnerabilities are rarely understood and
effective countermeasures are usually lacking. The train-
ing of seal inspectors typically emphasizes rigid formal-
ity rather than the flexibility and observational skills
required to provide effective real-world security. Seal
inspectors are usually given little useful information on
how to detect tampering, no information about the vul-
nerabilities and most likely attack scenarios for the seals
they are using, and zero practice at detecting seals that
are attacked either crudely or subtly. Effective, indepen-
dent, periodic vulnerability assessments of tamper de-
tection programs or devices are rare; vigorous outside
input and review are even rarer. When vulnerability as-
sessments are undertaken, the findings and recommen-
dations are often ignored.

Even more counterproductive—at least from the view-
point of a vulnerability assessor—are attempts to sup-
press vulnerability findings, or even the assessors
themselves.44  It is not unusual, in my experience, to dem-
onstrate a seal vulnerability to security personnel, and
then have them request (or demand) that, “this not be
discussed with my superiors.” This is not the sign of a
healthy security program! Vulnerabilities are always
present. The discovery of them should ideally be viewed
as good news since it allows the possibility of improv-
ing security.

Many current seal users appear to believe (incorrectly)
that the seals they are using are “tamper-proof,” or nearly
so. In my experience, they usually quickly change their
minds when one or more attacks are demonstrated on
the seals they are using. They then often contemplate
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doing away with seals entirely. This may be an example
of what Kevin J. Soo Hoo calls (in the context of com-
puter security) a “binary” view of security: “...systems
are [believed to be] either secure, in which case they have
no vulnerabilities, or are insecure...”.45  The more realis-
tic and useful view is that security is a continuum. Seals
(like everything else in the world) are imperfect com-
promises and will always have vulnerabilities. Some of
these vulnerabilities may be very serious, others can be
mitigated or eliminated with countermeasures, and oth-
ers will never even be known by the user.

Unfortunately, nuclear tamper detection programs
sometimes insist—for political, self-image, or public
relations reasons—that vulnerabilities do not exist, have
never existed, and never will exist. Such a position is
irresponsible. One also often hears assurances from seal
users that seal tampering has never occurred. This con-
clusion is highly problematic. Without an independent
method of verifying that there has been no tampering or
diversion, e.g., by establishing a material balance, seal
inspections alone cannot support such a conclusion.46  By
definition, defeated seals are never detected.

It is not uncommon for security managers to have little
interest in the vulnerabilities of the seals they are using.
The reason typically given (other than that the seals are
“tamper-proof”) is that there are multiple layers of other
physical security to “backup” the seals should they be
defeated.47  There are five serious problems with this
rationale. Firstly, seals should not be considered part of
the physical protection system (the “P” in “MPC&A”)
for nuclear materials as they often are;48  seals are more
properly part of the control and accounting function
(“C&A”).49  Secondly, the idea that the alarms and se-
curity failures at one level of security will be automati-
cally compensated for by other layers is surely a recipe
for lax security.50  Each layer must be taken seriously in
its own right and optimized to the extent practical.51

Thirdly, seals (and tags) will often be the security fea-
ture found physically closest to the nuclear material or
warhead being monitored. As such, they are certainly
deserving of serious consideration. Fourthly, dismissing
seal vulnerabilities as not worth correcting might be valid
if the countermeasures required substantial cost or dif-
ficulty. In many cases, however, effective countermea-
sures for seal vulnerabilities can be implemented
relatively cheaply and easily.52

  A fifth reason that it is dangerous to assume that seal
failures will be caught by other levels of security is that
potential adversaries do not necessarily have to defeat
all the outer security layers. An insider such as a secu-
rity guard who attempts to divert nuclear materials or to
sabotage operations will already be authorized to pass
through many or all of these outer layers of physical se-
curity. External inspectors will typically be escorted past
at least some of the layers of security in order to accom-
plish their assigned tasks. In the case of transparency and
treaty monitoring, furthermore, the nation being moni-
tored owns the facility and most or all of its layers of
security. Thus, at least some of these security layers do
not provide “backup” to the tamper-indicating seals be-
cause the people who control these layers are the poten-
tial adversaries being monitored by the seals!

One of the continuing problems in applying tamper
detection to transparency and treaty monitoring is con-
fusion about how they differ from domestic security and
safeguards.53  It is often assumed that existing domestic
security and safeguards measures (including seals) can
simply be borrowed with little modification for use in
transparency and treaty monitoring.54  In reality, domes-
tic “safeguards” differ dramatically from international
(IAEA-like) “safeguards” in terms of goals, personnel,
economics, environment, adversaries, secrecy, confi-
dence in the preceding and subsequent processing steps,
optimum hardware, who owns/operates/installs the hard-
ware, and consequences of a safeguards failure. These
differences are often ignored. We are assured, for ex-
ample, that perimeter monitoring for international
nuclear production monitoring will be “easier than it first
appears because sensitive production facilities presum-
ably already have a perimeter security system.”55  This
overlooks the fact that the existing perimeter security
system has a completely different purpose, different
potential adversaries, and is owned, operated, and con-
trolled by the nation being monitoring for treaty com-
pliance. Similarly, discussions about how START III
might be implemented at the U.S. Pantex warhead stor-
age and dismantlement facility in Texas are often pref-
aced on the idea that international inspectors can simply
use the existing Pantex seals and seals database for treaty
monitoring functions. This makes no sense because the
domestic seals are intended to deal with one type of ad-
versary—an individual or small group working at cross
purposes to the facility—while seals for transparency and
treaty compliance monitoring are intended to detect tam-
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pering by the very nation that owns the facility.56  The
monitored nation that is the adversary for international
“safeguards” will have six to nine orders of magnitude
more resources than the rogue individual or relatively
small group of concern to domestic nuclear “safeguards.”

Seals for transparency and treaty monitoring applica-
tions require significantly different attributes than seals
used for U.S. domestic security and safeguards.57  Ex-
isting domestic seals, for example, are not designed to
give observers (or video cameras) a good view of seal
installation, inspection, and removal. Yet such “trans-
parency” may be essential for bilateral or trilateral moni-
toring of nuclear warhead dismantlement. The reason is
that foreign inspectors are unlikely to be permitted to
handle nuclear warhead containers or to directly install
seals on them due to nuclear explosive safety (NES) and
security concerns. Instead, host facility personnel will
probably install and remove seals under the watchful eye
of inspectors. Even if foreign inspectors are eventually
allowed to personally install seals on warhead contain-
ers, however, current seal designs and use protocols for
domestic security and safeguards are based on the idea
that the seal installer has no hidden agenda. This is not a
given for treaty monitoring.

Another problem with current tamper detection prac-
tice is that, although it is well over 7,000 years old,58

the field remains poorly understood. There is no under-
lying theory, and surprisingly little published (classified
or unclassified) about tags and seals. Only a handful of
security or physical security textbooks devote more than
a paragraph to seals, and fewer still mention tags. There
is no general text on the subject of tamper detection. The
few standards that exist for seals are neither comprehen-
sive nor substantive regarding seal choice, performance,
or how vulnerabilities should be tested.59  There is con-
siderable discussion about “international norms or stan-
dards” for the general physical protection of nuclear
materials, as well as great interest in the U.S. “Stored
Weapons Standard” and the IAEA (INFCIRC/225, Re-
vision 4) recommendations for protecting nuclear ma-
terials.60  None of these, however, have much to say about
tags, seals, and tamper detection.

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS61

 As has been well documented and discussed,62  Rus-
sian nuclear MPC&A, including technical assistance
provided by the United States, has a number of serious

problems. Russia tends to use antiquated seals, seals that
can be trivially defeated, or no seals at all.63  The Rus-
sians often seem relatively uninterested in dealing with
insider threats.64  There is no comprehensive MPC&A
testing program and no push from the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) to install one, though this is essential
for effective operation.65  Overall DOE management of
MPC&A assistance programs to Russia has been far
from ideal,66  and the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)
threat reduction programs are also beset with difficul-
ties.67  In the case of the Mayak Fissile Material Storage
Facility,68  for example, DOD is unclear about what the
United States is supposed to be “verifying,” i.e., the ef-
fectiveness of the Russian domestic MPC&A program
or Russian compliance with bilateral/trilateral agree-
ments, or both.69  Both DOE and DOD are deeply con-
fused about the differences between domestic security
and safeguards versus transparency and treaty monitor-
ing, and about what security or monitoring hardware is
appropriate for use in Russia and who should own and
operate it.

In contrast to Russia, the U.S. domestic nuclear
MPC&A program is generally recognized as being the
most rigorous and effective in the world.70  There have
been, however, continuing problems and criticisms, and
there is clearly significant room for improvement.71

When it comes to tamper detection, the DOE complex
generally lacks sophisticated seal knowledge or imple-
mentation. Many DOE managers believe that DOE uses
“tamper-proof” seals.72  The main DOE handbook for
safeguards seals programs is remarkably devoid of use-
ful information about seals, and shows no interest in
training that would let seal inspectors understand seal
vulnerabilities and likely attack scenarios.73  DOE, fur-
thermore, maintains that seals can help to reduce per-
sonnel radiation exposures.74  In reality, the way some
passive seals are used does the exact opposite. DOE seal
installation, inspection, and removal often require such
time-consuming manual procedures that personnel re-
ceive exposures that would be unnecessary if seals were
not used. DOE’s frequent double-checking of seals, and
ordering of replacement seals when security procedures
are second-guessed, also adds extra personnel radiation
exposure.

There are seals in use for U.S. domestic nuclear secu-
rity and safeguards that have never undergone any kind
of vulnerability assessment, seals that have undergone
only cursory vulnerability assessments or “certification”
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testing (sometimes by the developer or promoter of the
seal), and seals that have undergone vulnerability assess-
ments producing significant findings that are ignored or
unknown to the seal users. Few seal users or security
managers within the U.S. nuclear complex appear to
have even a rudimentary understanding of the vulner-
abilities associated with the seals and use protocols that
they employ.

A particularly unfortunate practice in recent years has
been the premature transfer to the international commu-
nity of MPC&A methods and hardware used for U.S.
domestic security and safeguards.75  Technology trans-
fer may well be warranted after hardware characteris-
tics and vulnerabilities are well understood, or when the
hardware clearly offers only modest security, or is not
implemented in U.S. nuclear facilities. It does not seem
prudent, however, to hand over critical domestic
MPC&A systems when the United States has only a ru-
dimentary understanding of the issues associated with
their use. Not only does this potentially compromise U.S.
national security, but also it severely confuses the dif-
ferences between security and safeguards applications
versus those of transparency and treaty monitoring. No
one security system or device can be optimized for both
kinds of applications.

 Turning to the IAEA, it is clear that the agency must
deal with a variety of difficult challenges and con-
straints76  including the “zero-budget growth” policy,
funding holdups, limited resources, morale problems,
cultural and language differences, harsh and sometimes
adversarial field conditions, the need to work closely
with bureaucratic governments and diverse member
states having conflicting agendas and widely differing
attitudes about security, and unrealistic expectations
from some critics. Despite all these challenges, the IAEA
operates a safeguards program with a truly commend-
able degree of professionalism, quality, and efficiency.
The IAEA has a sophisticated tags and seals program,
and considerable understanding of practical tamper de-
tection issues. It conducts first-class postmortem exams77

on seals returned from the field. The IAEA also has a
highly educated, well-motivated group of inspectors
unequaled in the world in terms of qualifications and
dedication.

The IAEA, however, appears to have a number of de-
ficiencies and problems, at least in regards to tamper de-
tection. The agency takes a somewhat binary view of its

safeguards78  (as discussed above), and largely main-
tains—without convincing arguments—that its seals are
tamper-proof.79  The IAEA has also been accused of lack-
ing sufficient transparency in its safeguards programs,80

and failing to undergo or accept sufficient outside, in-
dependent review and feedback that may not always be
positive.81  There are concerns about the agency’s will-
ingness to aggressively report evidence of tampering,
diversion, or cheating; concerns about its lack of intelli-
gence capabilities; and concerns about public miscon-
ceptions of what the agency does.82

The IAEA is generally conscientious about arranging
for vulnerability assessments on many of the seals it uses.
It often begins thorough vulnerability assessments, how-
ever, only after having (at least informally) committed
to using a given seal design. The agency has no substan-
tial in-house tags/seals R&D program, and no internal
program for conducting vulnerability assessments or
optimizing seal use. The IAEA relies instead upon un-
even technical assistance provided in an ad-hoc, politi-
cal, and inefficient manner by various member states,
with limited and unreliable funding. It is not clear that
the vulnerability assessment findings that are generated
are fully incorporated into IAEA seal use protocols, in-
spector training, or postmortem exams, or that the seals
that are chosen in the first place are optimum for the
application of interest. Though highly trained and moti-
vated, IAEA seal inspectors are typically unfamiliar with
the vulnerabilities of the seals they are using or with the
most likely attack scenarios.83  This greatly decreases the
odds that they can detect tampering. There are also con-
cerns that IAEA inspectors lack a holistic, proactive, and
critically observant approach, and that they are not per-
mitted the necessary flexibility or individual initiative.84

 The IAEA conducts blind (not double blind) tests on
its seals program to check if defeated seals will be de-
tected.85  These tests, however, appear to be more focused
on quality control than evaluating the probability of de-
tecting real-world tampering. The test seals introduced
into the postmortem analysis primarily involve substi-
tution or blatant tampering, instead of seals that have
been attacked with more subtle and realistic methods.

Another problem that should be of enormous concern
for any safeguards or on-site inspection program is the
reliability of security personnel and inspectors. IAEA
INFCIRC/225 recommendations on background checks
are vague, and IAEA inspectors themselves appear to
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undergo no significant background screening either be-
fore or after being hired. The reliability of tag and seal
inspectors is a critical issue for effective tamper detec-
tion and can be the source of serious vulnerabilities.86

Apart from their role in tamper detection, giving inspec-
tors who have not undergone a thorough background
screening access to nuclear facilities and nuclear mate-
rials is unwise. Many IAEA inspectors, safeguards per-
sonnel, and high-level managers are probably more
thoroughly screened when applying for a personal credit
card than when they are granted access to seals, safe-
guards data, monitoring hardware, and nuclear materi-
als and facilities. The IAEA also appears unprepared for
social engineering and other attacks upon seal inspec-
tors and managerial IAEA personnel involved in the safe-
guards program.

The reliability of IAEA safeguards and tamper detec-
tion is weakened by the organization’s lack of basic se-
curity measures. Little of substance has changed from
1994 when David Kay accused the IAEA of being “...an
international bureaucracy that does not even perform
background checks on its own staff before or after hir-
ing, has no real communications security, does not have
document storage that measures up to national secure
storage standards, and lacks any counterintelligence cul-
ture or capability.”87

NEW TAMPER DETECTION APPLICATIONS

There is considerable interest in using “e-monitoring”
such as video surveillance and remote monitoring sys-
tems for treaty monitoring purposes.88  Traditionally,
video surveillance has been used to protect facilities from
outside attack, or for double-checking the activities of
insiders. In the case of treaty monitoring, however, the
potential adversaries are typically neither outside intrud-
ers nor rogue insiders. The adversary is the nation that
owns the facility and the very walls that the video cam-
eras are mounted on. Little analysis of video security has
been conducted in this context, a context that is not sim-
ply a trivial extension of conventional video monitor-
ing approaches.

The limited vulnerability assessment that has been
done for video signals and video encryption usually as-
sumes that the sending unit and the receiving station are
physically inaccessible to the adversary. This is not a
safe assumption given the relatively mundane efforts
undertaken to date to protect video surveillance systems

from physical tampering at the sending or receiving end,
and to guard against counterfeited optical or electronic
signals. Sensor data from other types of remote moni-
toring devices are also subject to tampering.

Even if the hardware is somehow “tamper-proof,” the
video encryption (or authentication) itself is likely to be
vulnerable to attack.89  This particularly should be a con-
cern given that the most advanced encryption methods
are unlikely to be available for international treaty moni-
toring, and that the monitored nation may be able to
marshal considerable resources to break an encryption
algorithm.

Continuous, close-up video monitoring of tags and
seals is an unconventional type of video monitoring that
may prove useful for nonproliferation or dismantlement
regimes.90  It is not uncommon to use video cameras in
security applications that also employ seals. Ordinarily,
however, the video surveillance is directed at a room,
portal, or at people; it is usually not focused close-up on
the seals themselves. Little is understood about the vul-
nerabilities and optimum use protocols associated with
close-up, continuous video surveillance of tags and seals.

Another potentially important application for seals in
treaty monitoring involves preserving inspection evi-
dence, such as environmental samples. International ar-
guments about the veracity of environmental samples
may eventually become as controversial as arguments
about drug testing results for world-class athletes.91

WHAT IS NEEDED?

Given the variety of problems discussed above, what
is needed for better tamper detection—both now and in
the future—for domestic security and safeguards, as well
as for international transparency and treaty monitoring?
Here are some recommendations.

1. Existing seals need to be used more effectively. This
should include implementing better use protocols and
more relevant training that fully incorporate a sophis-
ticated understanding of the vulnerabilities and most
likely attack scenarios of the specific seals being used.
Seal inspectors should practice detecting subtlety at-
tacked seals, and should be encouraged to think about
seal vulnerabilities.
2. Existing seals and tamper detection programs need
more vulnerability assessments. Any resulting recom-
mendations should be implemented if useful, practi-
cal, and cost-effective.
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3. At least some minimal level of background screen-
ing should be implemented for seal inspectors and
tamper detection personnel, as well as for other in-
spection personnel granted access to nuclear facilities.
4. Existing seals need to be chosen with more analy-
sis and care.
5. New/better tags and seals need to be developed, es-
pecially for transparency and treaty monitoring appli-
cations. Their vulnerabilities need to be fully
understood. Better containers are also needed.92

6. There should be R&D on protecting video surveil-
lance equipment and other types of remote monitor-
ing hardware from tampering.
7. Studies should be undertaken to understand the se-
curity implications and vulnerabilities of close-up,
continuous video monitoring of tags and seals.
8. Tags, seals, and tamper detection in general deserve
more theoretical study and practical analysis. This
should include developing a better understanding of
what to do when tampering evidence is found. This is
usually not well worked out in current tamper detec-
tion programs.
9. Security norms and standards for tamper detection
should be further developed and widely adopted.
10. We need realistic expectations and an understand-
ing that treaty verification is, in the end, a probabilis-
tic, “interpretive activity”93  that involves both
evaluating the evidence and attempting to understand
its meaning. No matter how sophisticated and quan-
titative the monitoring technology, or how great our
confidence (rightly or wrongly) in it, verification will
always come down to subjective judgments.

When it comes to tags and seals, the point is not to
despair of the possibility of effective verification, or to
abandon the use of tags, seals, and video surveillance
simply because they—like all security measures—have
vulnerabilities. Rather, the prudent approach is to have
a realistic, continuum (non-binary) view of verification
and tamper detection, a clear understanding of the vul-
nerabilities of the devices and security programs being
used or contemplated, a willingness to incorporate rea-
sonable countermeasures into the devices or the overall
tamper detection program, and a commitment to engage
in R&D to improve tamper detection and to better un-
derstand its role and limitations.

In the end, the realistic goals of any tamper detection
program should be to:

1. detect amateurish or overt tampering with high
probability;
2. detect tampering by a sophisticated adversary with
some probability significantly above zero (but that will
never be 100 percent), maximized to the extent con-
sistent with a cost-benefit analysis;
3. have a low false alarm rate; and
4. provide a significant level of psychological deter-
rence by making would-be tamperers spend signifi-
cant amounts of money developing/implementing an
attack, and also make them worry about getting
caught.

Finally, it may be worth noting that treaty verifica-
tion would be considerably easier, cheaper, more nego-
tiable, and more reliable if a limited amount of classified
information could be shared between each party to a
treaty. A partial release of sensitive or classified infor-
mation tends to occur over time as nonproliferation or
dismantlement regimes are maintained, especially when
intrusive on-site inspections are involved.94  It would be
useful for both Russia and the United States to under-
take a realistic review of what must truly be kept secret
from each other. There may well be a category of infor-
mation that can be shared between the two nations, but
that must not be released to the public or to third par-
ties.95  The likely problem with this kind of review is that
it must be thorough, holistic, and well balanced. Secu-
rity managers, weapons designers, and conservative po-
litical leaders will tend to see the harm done to national
security by releasing some of their own country’s se-
crets, but may ignore or underestimate the benefits to
national security of learning the analogous secrets of the
other side. Intelligence analysts and disarmament advo-
cates, on the other hand, may tend to get excited about
the new information that can be gained from the other
side, while being less concerned about the implications
of giving up the secrets of their own nation.
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